
LIFE COACHES FOR ASPIRING ADOLESCENTS

OUR MISSION
The purpose of Rising Leaders Cincinnati is to inspire, cultivate, and equip resilient young leaders (17-24 y/os)
from marginalized communities so that they are uniquely positioned to rebuild and renew those places.
www.risingleaderscincy.org

POSITION SUMMARY
Rising Leaders Cincinnati (RLC) hires Life Coaches for aspiring adolescents and young adults who have shown
promise to become a role model of faith for their community. RLC coaches will report to the Program Director.
Availability is flexible, with preference given to those with margin to grow with the organization, starting at $18/hr.

POSITION DUTIES
Coaches will walk alongside each Rising Leader (RL), helping them break barriers, take SMARTER steps towards
their dreams, and become a positive influence for the next generation. Coaches will:

● Educate and guide the RL to access available community resources.
● Support the RL to strengthen their emotional health.
● Enhance the RL’s resilience by coaching them through personal obstacles and interpersonal conflict.
● Assist each RL to reach their personal goals with accountability.
● Celebrate goals attained by the RL with rewards for moving one’s life forward.
● Expand the RL’s employability by helping them become a valued employee.
● Assist the RL in processing their career choices including college courses, trades programs, etc.
● Coach the RL to become financially intelligent.
● Expand the RL’s spiritual depth by helping them to apply spiritual principles.
● Equity centered leadership development designed to empower Rising Leaders to attain each of our 4

Levels: leading themselves well, leading others well, leading a project or team, and entrepreneurship.

MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS
● A personal relationship with Jesus as their Lord and Savior.
● Bachelor’s Degree with some preference given to degrees in health science.
● Demonstrated ability to coach others toward seeing and achieving their potential.
● Entrepreneurial spirit who understands the need for collaborative adjustments along the way. RLC is a

start-up non profit whose vision is clear but the path is being charted along the way.
● Must pass all criminal history and background checks.
● Excellent written and verbal communication skills.
● Proficient in Google Docs and Microsoft Products.

Interested candidates: please email your resume with 3 dates/times for interviewing to
admin@risingleaderscincy.org. Thank you for your interest!

http://www.risingleaderscincy.org/
mailto:admin@risingleaderscincy.org

